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Innova
ative FRP Compos
site Panel System for Helip
pads
and Runwa
ay Parking
g Ramps
Introduc
ction
Composite materials are increasingly being used
d in all aspectts of our socie
ety, from transsportation
(highway decks, airplanes, airfields)) and civil eng
gineering (brid
dges, wall reinforcement, ccarbon-fiber
reinforced
d concrete) to
o expeditionarry platforms fo
or the heavy e
equipment invvolved in oil a
and gas field
exploratio
on [2]. Compo
osites differ frrom traditiona
al materials: th
heir combinattion of distincctly different
material components
c
can
c make new
w high-strengtth, lightweigh t substances with corrosio
on resistance,,
long-term durability and
d low mainten
nance require
ements. Comp
posites also o
offer design fllexibility, good
d
vibrationa
al damping, an
nd resistance to fatigue an
nd temperaturre extremes. In compariso
on to that of stteel
or aluminu
um, the principle advantag
ges of compos
sites include a higher stiffn
ness to weigh
ht, endurance
under cyc
clic loading, and corrosion resistance [4]].
Erallo’s fo
ocus in compo
osite materials is to provide
e innovative F
Fiber Reinforcced Polymericc (FRP) modu
ular
composite
e panel solutio
ons for applic
cations such as
a helipads a nd runway pa
arking ramps. Our Innova
ative
Composite Panels (ICP
P) is lightweig
ght, strong, du
urable, and re
esistant to exttreme temperratures and harsh
environme
ental conditio
ons. The ICP system will re
educe both th
he cost and deployment bu
urden, as well as,
employ innovative joiniing mechanisms with embe
edded, smartt sensor moniitoring to ensu
ure a secure and
stable sys
stem regardle
ess of uneven subgrades.
The team of Erallo Tec
chnologies (Erallo) and We
est Virginia Un
niversity’s Co
onstructed Facilities Center
(WVU-CF
FC) has extensive experien
nce in design,, analysis and
d
manufactu
uring of polym
mer composite
es. WVU-CFC has
developed
d thermally re
esistant, modu
ular compositte panel
systems for
f a vertical take-off and la
anding (VTOL
L) pad system
m
for Marine
e Expeditionary Airfields an
nd durable, FRP/epoxy
resin pane
els for Highwa
ay Decks und
der a grant fro
om the West
Virginia Division
D
of Highways (DOH). In addition, panel
systems have
h
been de
esigned and deployed for use
u in Alaskan
n
oil field en
nvironments: where
w
heavy loads from stteel-wheels
and extreme temperatu
ure swings must be toleratted on soft
subgrade, support conditions (see Fig.
F 1). Smarrt sensor
Fig. 1: Single-layerr panel used in
monitoring
g systems have been emp
ployed (using strain gages,
an oil fields (un
nder testing a
at
Alaska
LVDTs an
nd accelerome
eters) to prov
vide informatio
on on the
the WVU-CF
FC lab)
integrity of
o the modularr system and individual panels.

L
Platfforms and Runway
R
Parkiing Ramp Ex
xpansion
Helipad Landing
The team of Erallo and
d WVU-CFC intend to modify the existin
ng panel syste
em such that they are desiign
or the military programs of Helipad Landing Platform
ms and Runw
way Parking
g Ramp Expa
ansion
specific fo
(RPRE); however,
h
the current panel system alrea
ady meets or exceeds man
ny of these de
esign aspectss
without modification. The
T following are key desig
gn aspects fo r the modified
d ICP panel ssystems.
y/Performance:
Durability

Lightweight – only
o
two personnel require
ed to lift a pan
nel


Durable
D
and sttrong – capab
ble of handling
g loads of pre
esent and nea
ar-future carg
go and fighter
aircraft while operating
o
on a low strength
h subgrade (C
CBR6); able to
o handle 44 kkip wheel load
ds
an
nd withstand braking and turning
t
stress
ses resulting ffrom taxiing a
aircraft



High
H
weatherp
proof capabilitty – UV penettration resista
ance, capable
e of being clea
ared of snow//dirt
with
w standard equipment.
e



High
H
frictional and abrasion resistance (in comparison
n to steel)



Protective – prrevents brown
nouts from wh
hirling sand/d ebris and dam
mage to rotorrs/engines
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Temperature resistant – dissipates heat and maintains integrity, even when hotspots occur:
650°F to 1000°F

Installation/Transportation:


Efficient assembly and disassembly – requiring few tools (and no special tools); interchangeable
for easy re-use at different sites and quick switch-out for replacement



Easy installation – manual (requiring no Material Handling Equipment (MHE)) to minimize
airframes for transport



Secure anchoring system -- restrains movement under normal operating conditions, including
uplift forces caused by winds, jets or propeller blasts



Quick deployment in the field -- re-useable connections built into panels with an emphasis on
shear transfer and thermal stress fluctuations



Convenient transportation – Loads easily onto C-130s, C-17s and CH-47s

Additional Features:


Intelligent Monitoring – identify installation defects or weak points (to prevent accidents) and
ensure proper subgrade anchoring



Standard manufacturing processes -- pultrusion, compression molding and affordable “off the
shelf” raw materials

Next Generation Helipads and Runway Parking Ramps
New composite systems are needed to meet upcoming (and current) landing/takeoff and parking
requirements of aircrafts (both rotary and fixed-wing) in expeditiously situated forward locations. The US
military’s current operational scenarios require the agility and flexibility to quickly position land forces,
equipment, supplies and medical evacuations at forward locations in a matter of hours – rather than days
or weeks, and most often in harsh terrain. In order to achieve these needs, novel advancements in
modular composite landing system, for both rotary and fixed wing aircraft, are required.
Following Operation Desert Storm, the Airborne Divisions of
the Army and Navy incurred tremendous expense replacing
helicopter rotor blades and engines due to foreign object
debris (FOD) caused by the rotor-wash from helicopters
landing and taking off. Serious crashes and fatalities were
also suffered by brownout conditions from helicopter
operations on un-surfaced helicopter landing zones. The
military conducted initial research [12] to determine the
requirements and basic characteristics of an ideal matting
system. The next generation of landing pad systems must
have “a logistically small footprint, be installed quickly and
easily, need minimal special installation tools and material
handling equipment (MHE), reduce foreign object debris and
damage, and be durable, easily reconfigured and reused.”
A new landing mat for landing zones at forward airfields
landing -- that is lightweight, strong, and highly heat
resistant -- is needed to meet the requirements of current
and advanced VTOL aircraft.

Fig. 2: New composite systems are needed to meet
the upcoming (and current) landing/takeoff and
parking requirements of rotary and fixed wing aircraft.

In addition, the Air Force AM2 panels used for Rapid Runway Parking Expansion (RPRE) have been
known to be insufficient for many years, and although advancements have been made with the
development of AM-X composite panels, there is still room for improvements. “The Department of
Defense estimates that there are more than 1,200 airfields worldwide that have potential use during
contingency operations. The state of these airfields ranges from extremely austere dirt strips to
Erallo Technologies, Inc. 978-703-1220 www.erallo.com
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commercial airports and fixed military installations. Many of these airfields do not have adequate aircraft
parking aprons to support large contingency operations [13].”

Issues with Current Technology
Brownouts: Fixed wing aircraft require landing materials that are
heat and skid resistant; while rotary wing aircraft require a landing
zone with materials that can manage and prevent the environmental
phenomenon called brownouts. A brownout condition occurs when
the helicopter’s rotor downwash creates a whirlwind of dust and
foreign objects. Brownouts can blind pilots to visual references and
cause spatial disorientation and loss of situational awareness, erode
helicopter rotor blades, and affect helicopters’ engines, filters and
electronic equipment. Numerous helicopter accidents in Southwest
Asia have been caused by brownouts [12].
Lightweight landing pads have been used to suppress dust. These
landing pads are composed of semi-permeable mats that allow the
dust and sand to fall between holes in the mesh but prevent the
Fig. 3: Brownout conditions from rotor
sand from coming back up [1]. The mats have been very effective in
preventing brownouts and accidents, however, these types of mats
downwash creates a whirlwind of dust
fall short in two areas: 1) the mats can become un-staked and the
and foreign objects.
mat material can be swept up by turbulence into the rotor blades,
and 2) the mats will not be able to handle the increased downward
thermal loads that are anticipated with recent advances in helicopters and VTOL aircraft.
VTOL Turbulence: Recent advances in aviation technology have impacted the landing pad
requirements for rotary wing VTOL aircraft and next generation aircrafts like the V-22 Osprey. The
technology used for landing pads today cannot withstand the high thermal loads and strong turbulence
that the latest versions of VTOL aircraft generate. The stronger turbulence has the potential of turning
particles and small rocks into the rotor blades or engine air intake at tremendous speeds and un-staking
panels from the ground. Blow-out due to hot gases and increased downward thermal loads generated by
the aircraft can also reenter in engine air intake and cause damage [12].
Safety: The use of helipads is crucial for personnel safety and helicopter serviceability as a proper
helipad will provide a stable landing surface, better load distribution and prevent brownouts caused by
dust picked up by rotor wash. Although flexible woven polyester-based matting systems have been
proven effective, their flexible nature does not provide a stable landing surface necessary for helicopter
operations or provide the heat and vortex resistance that is now required [1].
Heat and Vortex Resistant: Existing matting products were not designed to handle the advances in next
generation of rotor craft: specifically, the strong vortex created by VTOLs aircrafts as well as the thermal
effects due to extremely hot downdrafts from engines [1].
AM-2 Panels: As of 2003, the AM-2 airfield mat system had been in
use for over 40 years and begun to outlive its usefulness due to
increased demand for lightweight and quicker installation needs.
“The AM-2 is a 1 ½” thick aluminum panel fabricated from an
extruded main section and extruded end connectors. The sides of
the panels are manufactured to interlock in a rotating motion [13].”
The AM-2 panel is heavy, cumbersome to handle, has low durability
and is extremely time consuming to transport and install. The Air
Force has been seeking advanced (“AM-X”) composite panels to
replace the AM-2.
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Innovative Solutions: Design Considerations for Helipads and Runway Ramps
The ICP panel system (described in paragraph 2) will meet many military based criteria for RPRE and
portable helipad landing surfaces; hence, improvements to the ICP system would focus on modifying
aspects of the panels to be more competitive over current AM-X panel designs and aircraft runway and
ramp solutions. The four primary failure modes [7, 9] of currently available composite panels will also be
addressed:
1. The collapse of ribs under severe local load conditions (a very common phenomenon during
hard-landings),
2. Delamination of the top laminate from the ribs when an inadequate amount of fabric
reinforcement interconnects the top laminate with the rib,
3. Braking and accelerating forces induced from the wheels generate large in-plane shear forces
leading to delamination within a laminate, and
4. Improper designs of joints/connectors on the modular unit result in joint-shear failure, especially
when the contact of the mat is highly uneven with the ground.
Enhancing composite panels to resist these common failure modes would include the following
considerations and design modifications:
Design and Analysis: Design and analysis models using Abaqus or ANSYS software can be used to
simulate conditions and develop better panels. Strength and stiffness prediction equations using in-plane
shear and bending energy capacities of the composite laminates can be developed to verify that the
proposed mat configuration withstands design limit states. Issues such as delamination of face laminates
from ribs should be a prime focus area during design analysis. Computer based modeling can also be
used to determine the maximal permissible design loads to accommodate soil pulls and pushes.
Heat Resistant Composite Materials: Further evaluations of current helipads and proposed composite
materials and coatings should be conducted to determine the best solution for developing a highly heatresistant, light-weight and modular panel system. Based on initial analysis, the following glass reinforced
resin composites will be used for manufacturing the modified panels: Polyimide Resin Composite, High
Reactivity Thermoplastic Modifier Composite, and High Temp Resistant Epoxy.
To withstand surface temperature of up to 1000°F under jetting and blasts of hot air, a variety of
commercially available coatings and materials should be analyzed for use, including coatings and
materials that provide heat diffusion within the plane of the panel -- as opposed to penetrating through the
panel thickness [3]. Conductive wire mesh, bonded onto the composite, could aid in reducing hot spot
damage by quickly absorbing and dissipating heat. Suitable conductive materials as well as bonding
techniques should be reviewed. All heat resistance options should be studied and tested with regard to
performance, weight and cost [3, 9].
Secure Interlocking/Joining System: A number of different interlocking mechanisms have been evaluated
on both scaled and full-size versions of composite panels. As a result of this research, several
mechanical interlocking systems have been field tested and found to satisfactorily transfer large
magnitudes of shear force while still being easy to field implement. The interlocking joints are variations
of tongue-groove mechanisms; the panels are secured to the subgrade with special auguring techniques.
These variations have also shown to be inexpensive, resistant to thermal fluctuations, and easy to
assemble (requiring only a few simple tools); but further analysis and testing should be performed to
optimize the joining mechanisms’ ability to withstand the wheel load intensity and frequency of load
application required by military and civilian sectors applications. The three types of fasteners evaluated
and tested for quick and reliable field assembly/disassembly include:
a. Built-in shear key mechanisms with tongue and groove joining systems integrated in production
b. Mechanical shear transfer devices connecting two contiguous modules, and
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c.

Special chemical bonding (thermo-plastic polyurethane) mechanisms to transfer in-plane shear but
which require local heating for disassembly

Installation and Maintenance: Common logistical factors considered for installation and maintenance
include: delivery, unloading, transferring, equipment, ability to be air dropped, and the ability of the
installation personnel to quickly dismount and install the modular system in a minimum amount of time.
Current panel designs should be evaluated with regard to optimizing logistics for a given application. For
example, the size of the unit delivered must easily fit into standard ISO containers. In addition, factors
such as unloading, installation, breakdown and re-loading factors must be identified in terms of their limit
state of tensile-compression, bending anchor and pull-out strength.
Embedded Sensor Design/Architecture: The addition of a smart, sensor-based system -- to verify that a
secure installation has been achieved and to trigger an alert if a module becomes loose -- would be
greatly beneficial. Structures like helipads and runway ramps are subjected to damage when exposed to
excessive load, use, and harsh weather. It is imperative that a self-monitoring system be employed
(whenever a given application permits) that can trigger alerts when there is structural weakness in pegs,
excessive tension on cables and composite panels. A low cost, easy to install sensor system that can be
attached to critical safety components of the ICP modular system should be developed. The sensor
system should be composed of simple, self-powered sensors such as strain gages and vibration sensors.
Varied levels of user interface could also be made available; including systems as simple as a blinking
LED warning lights or wireless graphical interfaces.

Special Design Considerations – Helipad Panels
Depending on the final design and structural system configuration for helipads, the ICP panel system is
estimated to weigh between 1.25 – 4 lbs./sq.ft. The intent is to size the modular units so that two military
personnel can handle and assemble a 50' x 100' helipad (or larger) without the use of equipment or
exceeding lifting limits (41 pounds to 87 pounds per person). The final size of each modular panel would
depend on its actual density, lifting levels and installation form factors. By design, the installation will be
intuitive, require minimal time, and remain secure -- while meeting high heat and vortex requirements.
Panel Design: The helipad panel thickness would range from 2” to 4”, with a foam core in the middle
varying from 1” to 2” thick, and top and bottom laminates of ¼” to 3/8” thick. The design focus would be to
optimize the strength under rolling loads and impact load
conditions as well as creating sufficient joint flex (of the
joining mechanism) to minimize local shear and punching
effects due to uneven subgrade.
Design for Brownout: The helipad panel would withstand
current and next generation rotor craft vortex, rotor wash
and extremely hot downdrafts created by VTOLs. The
rotor-wash from helicopters landing and taking off on unsurfaced landing zones cause foreign object debris
(FOD) and brownout conditions, resulting in costly
damage to the rotor blades and engines and unsafe
conditions [10, 11]. The approach would be to design a
solid contact between the modular panels and subgrade
and minimize holes or seams to decrease the chances of
dust and FOD when strong vortex and rotor washes occur.

Fig. 5: New helipad panel designs need to
withstand rotor craft vortex, rotor wash and
extremely hot downdrafts created by VTOLs

Special Design Considerations - Runway Parking Ramp Panels
Two versions recently developed FRP composite panels are strong candidates for AF runway ramp
materials: a 1” thick, single-layer versus a grating-core, with top/bottom mats. The grating-core panel has
better fatigue resistance and can withstand heavier loads and load repetitions, while the single-layer panel
is quicker to install. Both panel types have interlocking systems capable of transferring substantial shear
Erallo Technologies, Inc. 978-703-1220 www.erallo.com
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forces and
d have loadin
ng strengths of
o 800 kips (~ 44 kips per w
wheel). Exten
nsive 3D, FE modeling will be
performed
d, with a focus
s on analysis of CBR6 sub
bgrade interacctions, delam
mination stressses and deplo
oyment
logistics. Performance
e testing will be
b performed with an emph
hasis on fatig ue and force transfer betw
ween
panels, sh
hear connecto
ors, in-plane friction,
f
durab
bility and temp
perature testing up to 1000
0F.

gle-Layer Pan
nel
1. Sing
1” thick
k FRP panel, weighing bettween 7-8 lbs./sq. ft., with a cost
of appro
oximately $15
5-18/sq. ft. This panel sysstem is curren
ntly
being used as a VTO
OL pad system
m for Marine Expeditionaryy
Airfields
s in Alaska (ssee Fig. 6).
Fig. 6:
6 Single-laye
er panel

2.. Grating-Co
ore Panel
A FRP grating with a top an
nd bottom mat. This panel has a 1” x 1..5”
FRP grate sandwiched betw
ween two ¼” tthick mats. T
The grating we
eighs
ap
pproximately 2.5 lbs./sq. ftt. and is reinfo
orced by top a
and bottom m
mats
weighing
w
between 7-8 lbs/s q. ft. It costs between $17
7-19/sq. ft. Th
his
su
uper strong panel was insttalled under rroadway pave
ement by Wesst
Virginia’s
V
Depa
artment of Hig
ghways (DOH
H) in an on-go
oing multi-yea
ar
sttudy (see Fig. 7).
Fig. 7: FRP
F
grate sandwiched
be
etween FRP mats
m

Manufac
cturing and Testing Co
onsideration
ns
The follow
wing section describes
d
con
nsiderations in
n manufacturiing and testin
ng the proposed panels.
Manufactu
uring and Perrformance Te
esting: Pultrus
sion and high
h temp infusio
on can be use
ed to manufaccture
sample an
nd full-scale composite
c
pan
nels [1,8]. Th
he prototype p
panels should
d also be testted for mecha
anical,
thermal, im
mpact and ab
brasion resista
ance. Streng
gth and stiffne
ess prediction equations, u
using in-plane
shear and
d bending ene
ergy capacitie
es of the comp
posite lamina
ates, can be u
used to determ
mine if the panel
configurattion withstand
ds design limit states. Full scale perform
mance testing should be co
onducted with
h an
emphasis
s on fatigue an
nd force trans
sfer between panels. Shea
ar connectorss and in-plane
e frictional forrces
should be
e evaluated att a system lev
vel. Additiona
al testing shou
uld also inclu de: static load
ding, fatigue
loading us
sing MTS actuator and mo
oving wheel lo
oads simulatin
ng a real time
e field scenario [3, 5, 6].
Thermal Testing:
T
Proto
otype and sample coupons
s should be
tested in the
t laboratory
y for temperatture resistanc
ce, including tthe
ability to withstand
w
tem
mperatures of between 650F and 1000F
for a minim
mum of 20 minutes. Per appropriate
a
AS
STM standard
ds,
the prototype and samples should be
b tested for Heat
H
Distortio
on
Temperatture (HDT), att a rate of 1/1000 of an inc
ch per minute at
. As per AST
elevated temperatures
t
TM D4065, the
e glass transiition
temp shou
uld be tested in addition to
o ASTM D 258
83 for barcol
hardness and ASTM E2092
E
for heat distortion temperature [9]].
Durability Testing: The
e prototypes should
s
also undergo testin
ng
for durability; including weather resistance, punctture strength,,
tensile strrength, tear propagation, shock, stretch and
deterioration. Varying temperatures
s (-30 to 150F), pH (3 to 1
11)
and moistture and a combination of the
t above thrree independe
ent
Erallo Technologies, Inc. 978-703-1220 ww
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variables [9, 10] should be tested on the prototype samples. At a coupon level, testing should focus on
stress versus strain behavior under tension, compression, bending, fatigue, and in-plane as well as
interlaminar shear. Impact tests should be conducted on test samples using an Izoid impact testing
machine. Any weight loss evaluations or other forms of deteriorations could be carried out using chemical
balance, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Optical Microscope and XRD.
Field Testing and Sub-grade Preparation: The modular panel systems should also be field tested as a
200’ x 200’ runway parking ramp and as a helipad landing system. Specialized dump trucks with rear
axle loads of 80 kips will be used to simulate the 40 kips wheel loads of C17 aircraft. Additional
simulations will be designed for the helipad landing system. Soil below the proposed FRP panel systems
should be prepared to satisfy the requirement of CBR6. A number of sensors could be mounted at
different locations of the panel to measure strain deformations and establish Dynamic Load Allowance
factors, limit states on distortions between contiguous panels, and shear transfer capability of joining
mechanisms; both under static and dynamic load conditions.

Applications
As discussed previously, the ICP panel system can be directly applied to the military Helipad Landing
System and the Runway Parking Ramp Expansion program, as well as other military and commercial
applications. There is a large military market for tough, fire resistant and lightweight composite panels.
For example, elevated deck tiles that are lightweight, structurally rigid and extremely fire resistant are
used in the Navy. Ships utilize these elevated deck systems to permit communication, electrical and
HVAC systems to run underneath the false deck [2]. Army uses include panels for fire resistant portable
shelters to support housing, medical and storage facilities.
One of the primary characteristics of the ICP panels is that they have a high degree of temperature and
corrosive chemical resistance. Commercial applications range from fire resistant flooring tiles to building
materials for decking, fire resistant doors, room dividers and nonstructural wall partitions. Additional uses
include flooring tiles for hazardous environments such as chemical plants and for use the support of
heavy equipment in harsh environments.

Conclusion
The US military’s current operational scenarios require the agility and flexibility to quickly position land
forces, equipment and supplies at forward locations in a matter of hours – rather than days or weeks, and
most often in harsh terrain. The expeditious configuration of landing sites is one piece of the operation:
rapid response times to set up sites provide warfighters with increased flexibility for landing zones and
medical evacuations. Both fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft have their own requirements for landing
zones and materials used at forward airfields. For example, fixed wing aircraft require landing materials
that are heat and skid resistant; while rotary wing aircraft require a landing zone with materials that can
manage and prevent the environmental phenomenon called brownouts.
The Erallo and WVU-CFC team have existing composite pad technology that has been field tested under
harsh environments and extreme loading conditions. With minor design modifications, this composite pad
technology could meet and exceed the challenges of Helipad Landing Systems and Rapid Parking Ramp
Requirements program. In addition, our current and proposed composite panel technology could be
readily modified to suite a wide variety of both military and civil applications.
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